
Pos Games Wins Pos Team Games Wins Losses Average

1 150 99 1 Hitch-n-Post 150 106 44 0.70667

2 150 88 2 Honey Lake Inn 150 87 63 0.58000

3 150 82 3 Countryside Pub 150 85 65 0.56667

4 150 76 4 Ollie's Sports 150 76 74 0.50667

5 150 69 5 Rivalry 150 76 74 0.50667

6 150 57 6 Bye 150 0 150 0.00000
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Team Losses Average

Bonnie & Betty's Lucky Mojos

Rivalry

Bye

Chris's USA Ollie's Sports 

Gabby's Palace 51 0.66000

Rosters                                                                  
Effective Immediately (November 1st): No one will be allowed to 

shoot that is not already listed on the standings sheet that week. If 

you need to add someone, it must be done the week prior so 

that the player is listed on the standings sheet before he subs. 

See page 3 of the rule book under rule 1.D.4. Finalized rosters 

will be due on January 1st, with no changes at all allowed 

after that.     

Schedule for: November 16, 2016

Countryside Pub Gabby's Palace

0.46000

Bonnie & Betty's 62 0.58667

Lucky Mojos 68 0.54667

John's Main Event 93 0.38000

Results From November 9, 2016

Chris's USA 74 0.50667

Art's Town Tap 81

Table Runs                                                                        
Pretty lonely in table run town as not one person 

made the trip there this week.

Gabby's Palace Bonnie & Betty's

Hitch-n-Post Countryside Pub

Lucky Mojos Rivalry

Art's Town Tap John's Main Event

Honey Lake Inn

Attention all Captains                                     
Check your standings sheets and make sure all of your subs are 

listed. If they are not listed then I did not get them with the rest of 

the rosters that were sent in to me. You were supposed to fill out 

the roster sheet from the back of your rules packet, take a picture 

of it, and email it to me at RockinMs@msn.com along with your 

weekly scoreheets. 

Schedule for: November 23, 2016

       No Pool

Happy Thanksgiving

Standings Sheets                                              
Is anyone printing out sheets each week to show the rest of the 

team? I am still getting calls as to why sheets aren't out yet, or 

about adding subs after the deadline, or rules clarified etc. If they 

were being shown the sheets with the info on there, they would 

not be calling and asking for clarifications.

Scoresheets                                                  
Captains, please make sure you are checking to make sure wins, losses, 

TR's, eight ball breaks, and scores are correct on BOTH sets of sheets 

before you sign them. I have gotten sheets that have not matched up 

several times already this year and have to wait for responses from 

Captains with the clarifications so I can do the stats!   

Rules Review - Cue Ball Size                                                                  
Rule I.B.7. Varied cue ball sizes are allowed but all tables used for 

league play must maintain the same size cue ball through out the length 

of the scheduled season. This means that if a player goes to a bar 

to practice an hour before a match, (or even the day before the 

match), the cue ball that is on that table must be the same as 

what they use the night of league play. If a team is replacing a cue 

ball to a newer one of the same size and weight the day of, that is ok as 

long as it is the same size and weight as the one that is there for the 

public to practice with all year long, every day. 
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